
Young Vineyard: Easter Sunday 21st April  
Check-In 
Opens 

Children check-in and come upstairs where they can play games 
around their tables/flags.  
Suggestions- The Hand patting Game (description below), I went 
to the shop and I bought (Memory game), etc 

10:20 

Chat and 
Craft-  

Easter Wristbands - talk about how the different coloured beads 
represent different events of Easter week: 
Green- Palm branches the people waved for Jesus as he rode 
into Jerusalem 
Blue- Jesus washing the disciples’ feet 
Brown- Bread from Last supper / Jesus’ Body 
Red- Wine of communion/ Jesus’ blood 
Purple- Jesus was given a purple robe and called King of the 
Jews; He is actually God’s chosen king.  
Black- The colour the sky went as Jesus died- sign of God’s 
presence 
White- Jesus coming back to life on the third day.  
 
Use the activity to talk to the children about the different events 
and ask them questions to see what they know about them all.  

10:30 

Worship 
 

(Altogether) bring children to front and sit amongst them- help to 
model worship and lead them in the actions.  

10:45 

Story  Death and resurrection of Jesus- video from Backpackers 11:00 

Prayer 
Ministry 

Opportunity for children to say Yes to Jesus 11:15 

Group 
time on 
Tables 

Guidebooks (Skittles/Ignite) p21 onwards 
 (Smarties/Starburst) p32 onwards 
Another Opportunity for children to respond. 

Til 11:40 

Join 
Adult 
service 
for 
Baptisms 

Gather groups- pick up flag- go downstairs to the foyer.   

 
The Hand Game: Sit at table/on floor with their hands in front of them, in a circle. Either way, 
have your hands ready to slap a flat surface. Once everyone places their hands directly on the 
table/floor in front of them, move your right hand in between the person to your right's hands. 
This create an alternating hand pattern. To start, one person calls out the tapping direction, either 
Left or Right, and starts slaps their hand once on the table. The hand closest to the first slap, in 
the named direction, slaps the hand, then the next closest, and so on. If someone slaps out of 
turn, they must remove that hand. All other hands stay where they are. When both hands are out, 
that person is out of the game.  Try and go faster as the game progresses. If you make a 
mistake, then you leave the circle.  Extra rule: Double Slap- Changes direction 


